The nature of work is changing at an exceedingly fast pace, producing new business challenges that affect where and how people work.
Culture serves as a catalyst for engagement, collaboration, and innovation. The power of blending corporate culture and brand with that of individuals requires spaces that reflect their personal expression in a corporate environment. Leaders are champions for driving culture and brand evolution, their spaces should reflect these demands.
ORGANIC WORKSURFACE SHAPES are less formal and optimize space.

VISUAL SOPHISTICATION and a clean, streamlined aesthetic is achieved by minimizing hardware and disruptions of the veneer.

Suite’s visual range—from restrained to expressive—and handcrafted components help create inviting spaces that convey the unique characteristics of individual brand.

VISUAL SOPHISTICATION is achieved by minimizing hardware and disruptions of the veneer.

Suite allows for DESIGN FREEDOM to create a custom space that reflects unique preferences.

Horizontal lines and lighter scale components convey a residential look. WIDE ARRAY OF FINISH AND ACCENT TILE options create a mix of tactile and visually inviting materials, adding color, texture, and warmth to the space.

Suite’s VENEER is of the highest quality, carefully hand selected to ensure visual consistency. Suite products are then manufactured through an intricate process that retains the visual cohesiveness required to create an elegant space.
The new paradigm of work requires mobility among the workforce, supporting a range of activities throughout the day—from heads-down work to face-to-face interactions and larger group collaboration. Consequently, organizations require workspace solutions that integrate technology and complement unique workstyles among a dynamic workforce which spans generations. Organizations also recognize the value of human capital, driving them to shift from hierarchical to flat, with fewer layers and looser boundaries. This new, collaborative leadership model requires more transparency—creating a need for multi-functional, informal spaces.
SLIDING BLOTTERS on desks and credenzas offer easy access to power and technology tools for a seamless user experience, where everything is in reach. WATCH VIDEO.

Analog display tools such as MAGNETIC GLASS & FABRIC TACKBOARDS provide tactile capabilities to fit workstyles and complement visual display tools such as REFERENCE SHELVES. WATCH VIDEO.

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE COMPONENTS support unique user preferences and ergonomic needs for seated or standing tasks. WATCH VIDEO.

Suite’s breadth of capabilities accommodates technology, supports a variety of workstyles, and fosters collaboration.

REVEAL/CONCEAL COMPONENTS offer a mix of storage and display, making it easy to transition from individual tasks to conference activities. WATCH VIDEO.
Organizations are constantly pressured to do more with less. Square footage per employee has decreased by 30 percent in recent years, and is expected to decrease another 30 percent. Of that remaining space, CoreNet research indicates that 50 percent of all workspace is wasted. And, on average, it is estimated that workers only spend 40 to 50 percent of their time at their desks. Organizations seeking to maximize their real estate investments require smart, multi-use, and agile products that improve efficiency while supporting the diverse ways people work.
Suite can create “micro-offices” and touchdown spaces that offer a wide array of storage and maximize the available footprint.

PERSONAL STORAGE CREDENZAS turn a private office into a conference room—and back again.

Suite’s MULTI-PURPOSE WORK WALL provides individual and collaborative space in one compact, secure component. Reference shelves keep materials at fingertips, allowing for everything to be displayed, even in a small space.

WATCH VIDEO ›

Suite UTILIZES SPACE EFFICIENTLY by helping organizations align space with a wide range of activities—from a heads-down retreat to a high performance meeting space.

Clever shallow depth STORAGE SOLUTIONS with sliding doors and side access help reduce scale and visual clutter.

WATCH VIDEO ›